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The YouTube Lens: Crowdsourced Personality
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Abstract—Despite an increasing interest in understanding human perception in social media through the automatic analysis of
users’ personality, existing attempts have explored user profiles
and text blog data only. We approach the study of personality impressions in social media from the novel perspective
of crowdsourced impressions, social attention, and audiovisual
behavioral analysis on slices of conversational vlogs extracted
from YouTube. Conversational vlogs are a unique case study
to understand users in social media, as vloggers implicitly or
explicitly share information about themselves that words, either
written or spoken cannot convey. In addition, research in vlogs
may become a fertile ground for the study of video interactions,
as conversational video expands to innovative applications. In this
work, we first investigate the feasibility of crowdsourcing personality impressions from vlogging as a way to obtain judgements
from a variate audience that consumes social media video. Then,
we explore how these personality impressions mediate the online
video watching experience and relate to measures of attention
in YouTube. Finally, we investigate on the use of automatic
nonverbal cues as a suitable lens through which impressions
are made, and we address the task of automatic prediction
of vloggers’ personality impressions using nonverbal cues and
machine learning techniques. Our study, conducted on a dataset
of 442 YouTube vlogs and 2210 annotations collected in Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, provides new findings regarding the suitability
of collecting personality impressions from crowdsourcing, the
types of personality impressions that emerge through vlogging,
their association with social attention, and the level of utilization
of nonverbal cues in this particular setting. In addition, it
constitutes a first attempt to address the task of automatic
vlogger personality impression prediction using nonverbal cues,
with promising results.
Index Terms—personality, video blogs, vlogs, YouTube, nonverbal behavior, multimodal analysis, crowdsourcing, interpersonal
perception

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online video is more than YouTube, its 48 hours of video
uploaded per minute [60], and all the singers, dancers, actors,
journalists, and musicians contributing to the site. Conversational video is constantly evolving and expanding to new
online applications with the purpose of making communication
more natural, more effective, and more engaging: “My initial
approach to this company was to create more intimacy in how
people communicate, video was just the by-product.” - says
the founder of VYou, a question answering video platform
startup [55]. This and other new platforms are driving online
conversational video to innovative forms of interaction that
address specific communication intents, such as chatting [1],
dating [2], or sharing video testimonials for marketing [3], just
to mention some.
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While all these emerging forms of video interaction are taking off, conversational video blogging (vlogging) has become
a well established type of online conversational video, and one
of the most prevalent formats among user-generated content
in sites like YouTube [16]. In their typical, single talkinghead setting, vlogs can be thought as a multimodal extension
of text-based blogging, where words – what is said – are
enriched by the complex nonverbal behavior displayed in front
of the camera – how it is said. Though ethnographic studies
have started to investigate these practices [37], conversational
vlogging remains largely unexplored as a research subject.
Conversational vlogs are a unique case study to understand
users in social media, yet we do not know of many attempts
to analyze them using automatic multimodal techniques that
extract the behavior displayed and are applicable at large
scale [11], [12].
Recent research in social networks and blogs has addressed
the study of personality as a suitable lens for user understanding in social media. Based on user profiles, some research has
suggested that the behavior of users in social networks reveals
a clear intent of sharing their personality online [25], [20].
Some works have also shown that users can make accurate
personality impressions from the information displayed in
social network user profiles [25], and have investigated what
specific features from user profiles and photos are more
useful to create personality impressions [20], [22]. Regarding
text blogs, some research has used text content analysis to
investigate the association between personality traits and the
use of specific words [24], [59], and has also addressed the
automatic classification of personality from blog data with
promising results [46], [45]. To our knowledge, however, no
work has addressed the study of personality in vlogging.
We approach the study of personality impressions in vlogging from the perspective of nonverbal behavioral analysis.
Nonverbal behavior is effectively used to express aspects of
identity such as age, occupation, culture, and personality,
and therefore it is also used by people to form impressions
about others [5]. Moreover, nonverbal cues are useful to
characterize social constructs related to human internal states,
traits, and relationships as shown in social psychology [35]
and social computing [47], [23]. This is relevant in the
context of social media, not only because nonverbal behavior
has been so far unexplored, but also because the nonverbal
channel conveys information that is often unconscious and
difficult to control [35], compared to the content people post
in social networks and text blogs [25]. In this work, we
investigate nonverbal behavior as a source of information that
is used by (potentially large) audiences that watch videos
online and create personality impressions about video bloggers
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(vloggers). Following this social video-watching paradigm, we
address four previously unexplored issues which are the main
contributions of our work:
•

•

•

•

We study the feasibility of collecting vlogger personality impressions using crowdsourcing techniques, thus
going beyond the traditional laboratory based setting,
in a framework that is suitable for the annotation of
large-scale data, and that resembles the ways in which
online video is consumed in sites such as YouTube,
where ordinary, diverse people (as opposed to trained
annotators) make first impressions while they watch thinslices of video.
We study how personality impressions mediate the vlog
watching experience, investigating the associations between crowdsourced personality impressions and the actual levels of attention that vloggers gather online, using
several measures of attention estimates from YouTube’s
available metadata.
We approach the problem of individual cue utilization
to investigate to what extent nonverbal cues extracted
automatically from audio and video are useful as a lens
through which personality impressions from vlogs can be
made.
We address the task of automatic predicting vloggers’
personality impressions using multimodal nonverbal cues
and machine learning techniques.

Some preliminary results of this work appeared in [10].
In the current manuscript we provide a comprehensive, full
presentation of the methodological and analytical context in
which we ground our work, providing explanations of our
findings regarding the suitability of collecting personality
impressions fro crowdsourcing, the types of personality impressions that emerge through vlogging compared to other
human interaction settings, and the association of vloggers’
behavior with social attention measures from YouTube. In
addition, it constitutes a first attempt to address the task of
automatic vloggers personality impression prediction using
nonverbal cues, with promising results.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
introduces related work. Section III outlines our approach on
the study of personality impressions and nonverbal behavior
in vlogging. Section IV presents our data collection and
preprocessing techniques. Section V describes our personality
impressions collection using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Section VI describes the feature extraction process. Section VII
presents and discusses the results on each of the four points
introduced. Finally, we conclude in Section VIII.

II. R ELATED WORK
We first review some basic concepts on personality research
that define our framework. Then, we review related work
on studying personality in social media; collecting human
judgments for annotation of multimedia corpora; the study of
social attention in social media, and recognizing personality
automatically from audio and video.

A. Personality Research and the Big-Five Model
The Big-Five framework of personality is a hierarchical
model that organizes personality traits in terms of five basic bipolar dimensions: Extraversion (E), Agreeableness (A),
Conscientiousness (C), Neuroticism (N), and Openness to
Experience (O). These five dimensions are easily interpreted
by referring to their associated personality attributes, as presented in Table I [42]. Though the Big-Five model has not
been universally accepted, it has considerable support and
has become the most widely used and researched model of
personality [26]. To measure the extent to which each one
of these traits describes human personality, several rating
instruments have been developed, which are used to ask people
to rate themselves (a.k.a. self-reported personality) or to rate
others based on the raters’ self-observations (a.k.a. personality
impressions). Self-reported personality and personality impressions provide two different views of personality perception and
have been used to answer questions such as:
1) Do observers agree on their personality impressions?
2) Are personality impressions accurate compared to selfreported personality?
3) How much information is needed to achieve large agreement (or accuracy) in personality impressions?
Regarding 1) and 2), research has shown that external
observers agree on their personality impressions of targets,
and that such impressions are fairly accurate with the targets’
self-reported personality, even if impressions are formed in the
presence of minimal information, in several contexts: physical
presence [4], video-tapes [13], [33], photos [13], websites [56],
bedrooms [27], etc. Regarding 3), research has investigated the
extent to which certain appearance or behavioral cues convey
information associated to personality impressions (cue utilization) and to the actual self-reported personality (cue validity),
and has shown that the nature of valid and useful cues depends
on the context in which impressions are made [27], [13].
In this paper, we are interested in the investigation of vloggers personality impressions and the utilization of automatic
nonverbal cues extracted form audio and video. However,
given the relatively small amount of works addressing the
study of personality in both social media and social computing,
we also review some works addressing the use of self-reported
personality traits, whenever we found them relevant from a
computational perspective.
B. Personality Research in Social Media
Our work relates to social media research that addresses the
study of personality impressions form social network users’
profiles [25], [22], [53], [20], [52]; the use of automatic content
analysis to study bloggers personality [24], [59], [45], and the
prediction of user personality from blog data [46], [45].
In one of the first studies of personality in social media,
Gosling et al. [25] showed that personality impressions inferred from user profiles achieved significant agreement among
observers, and that these impressions are accurate compared to
the self-reported personality of the profile owners. They also
found evidence that user profiles may reflect the actual personality of their owners, rather than a self-idealized one [25]. Also
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TABLE I
B IG F IVE PERSONALITY TRAITS AND ASSOCIATED ADJECTIVES [42].
Personaliy Trait
Extraversion (E)
Agreeableness (A)
Conscientiousness (C)
Neuroticism* (N)
Openness to Experience (O)

Adjectives
Active, Assertive, Energetic, Enthusiastic,
Outgoing, Talkative
Appreciative, Forgiving, Generous, Kind,
Sympathetic
Efficient, Organized, Planful, Reliable, Responsible, Thorough
Anxious, Self-pitying, Tense, Touchy, Unstable, Worrying
Artistic, Curious, Imaginative, Insightful,
Original, Wide Interests

*Neuroticism may alternatively be presented as Emotional Stability by inverting the scale.

in the context of user profiles, Evans et al. [22] and Steele et
al [53] identified what elements from user profiles and photos
are associated to personality impressions being more or less
accurate. Furthermore, Stecher and Counts [52], [20] studied
the process of profile creation in relation with both the memory
of personality impressions [52] and the convergence between
self-assessed personality and desired self-presentation [20].
Compared to our research, none of these works involved any
automatic analysis of multimedia content.
Research in social media has also used automatic content
analysis of text blogs to extract cues from word usage and
writing styles [24], [59], [45]. Gill et al. [24] examined a
sample of 2,400 blogs and 12M words to study the relation between people self-reported personality and word usage
(cue validity), and the relation between their personality and
their motivations for blogging. In a larger sample of blogs
(700 users and 80M words), Yarkoni [59] also addressed the
problem of cue validity, providing a more exhaustive study of
the links between both word usage and linguistic styles and
bloggers’ personality.
Some initial research has also addressed the task of automatic prediction of personality in the context of text blogs [46],
[45]. In a first attempt, Oberlander and Nowson [46] investigated the use of an n-gram model to automatically classify the
self-reported personality of 70 bloggers, achieving accuracies
between 75% and 84% on a balanced, binary classification
task. However, when the same approach was used to classify
1769 blogs accuracies, decreased down to 52% and 59% [45].
The authors highlighted the difficulty of classifying personality
using noisy, large-scale data from blogs and personality scores
with relatively low reliability (whereas the questionnaire used
in the first experiment included 41-items, the second questionnaire included only 5 items). Independently of whether
the authors were interested on predicting the self-reported
personality of bloggers rather than the impressions that readers
made about them, these works show the potential of using
automatic techniques for the prediction of personality in largescale social media data.
Compared to these works, we focus in a less studied
social media community, namely vloggers, with the goal of
providing new insights about the creation and perception of
personal online videos. In addition, we investigate the use of
automatic nonverbal behavioral cues as an information source
present in social media that is useful to study users. This
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is relevant, not only because nonverbal behavior has been
unexplored up to date in the context of social media, but
also because the nonverbal channel conveys information that
is often unconscious and difficult to control [35] compared to
the content people post in social networks and text blogs [25].
C. Crowdsourcing Human Impressions for Multimodal Corpora Annotation
Along the line of recent literature showing the utility of
micro-tasks markets for conducting human behavioral studies [34], our work contributes to recent efforts that explore
the feasibility of crowdsourcing the annotation of multimodal
corpora based on human observations [51], [14].
The study of personality impressions requires the collection
of personality observations from a third-party. In some works,
these observations can be collected between participants during the studies, specially on face-to-face interactions [4]. However for the study of personality impressions using multimodal
corpora, a common approach consists on gathering people and
ask them to listen/watch the data, and to judge the personality
of the people on them [40], [43]. This approach, which is used
in general to annotate other personal and social constructs in
data corpora [32], can become expensive in terms of time and
money, specially if one aims to annotate large-scale data.
Recently, Soleymani and Larson [51] explored the use
of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform to
annotate the affective response of people to a set of 126 videos.
They concluded that crowdsourcing was a valuable technique
to collect affective annotations and provided a short guide of
best practices to use Mechanical Turk for that purpose. In
another work, Brew et al. [14] crowdsourced the annotation
required to train a machine learning system to score and
track news feeds’ sentiments, and investigated how to manage
the effort of annotators to maximize the coverage and the
agreement achieved in the annotations. Clearly, these tasks
differ from other crowdsourced annotations in that there is
no clear cut ground truth data. Related to the collection of
personality data from crowdsourcing, Buhrmester et al. [15]
explored the collection of data for psychology studies by administering a series of self-reported personality questionnaires
to MTurk workers, and found that the quality of data met
the psychometric standards associated with published research.
In addition, the results suggested that MTurk participants are
at least as diverse and more representative of non-college
populations than those of typical Internet and traditional social
psychology samples. This is indeed an interesting feature of
MTurk for our collection of personality impressions, because
our purpose is to collect observations made by ordinary people
(as opposed to trained annotators).
To our knowledge, our work constitutes a first attempt to
crowdsource personality impressions from online video in a
framework that is suitable for the annotation of large-scale
data, and that resembles a diverse online community who
watches appealing content and disregards uninteresting one.
D. Personality Impressions and Social Attention
Our work also contributes to existing literature that has
emphasized the importance of human attention as a social,
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valuable good sought for everyone in multiple social contexts [29], and that has discussed several personal, social, and
behavioral aspects related to achieving attention or reacting to
it, both online [28], [12] and offline [7], [6], [13].
Recent research has investigated the role of attention in
the production and consumption of content within new digital
media [28], [29]. Regarding YouTube, for example, Huberman
et al. [29] showed that the productivity of users uploading
videos strongly depends on attention (as measured by the
number of views videos received) and that, in addition, lack
of attention leads to a decrease in the number of videos
uploaded and a consequent drop in productivity. In a more
recent study on YouTube conversational vloggers’ nonverbal
behavior [12], we found evidence that some audio, visual, and
multimodal nonverbal cues extracted from vlogs are correlated
with this same measure of attention. Without claiming any
causality effects between vloggers’ nonverbal behavior and
attention, this result suggests that vloggers receiving similar
attention share personal characteristics that are manifested in
their nonverbal behavior, and that underline how effective they
are at communicating and creating vlogs.
In this work, we address this problem from the lens
of vloggers’ personality as high-level, broad descriptors of
other characteristics related to human communication such as
persuasion, social skills, status, respect, creativity, etc. More
specifically, we hypothesize that some personality impressions
from vloggers are correlated with the level of attention that
the vloggers achieve, somehow revealing the personality traits
that are most appealing to people during video watching.
In this line, our work is related to a number of research
works that investigate the ways in which certain personality
traits attract social attention [7] , and to works investigating
the correlates of personal characteristics and appearance with
social outcomes such as respect, status [6], or popularity in
social groups [13].
E. Automatic Modeling of Personality from Audio and Video
Finally, our work adds to recent literature that models personality computationally using automatic nonverbal behavioral
cues from audio and video in several face-to-face communication scenarios, and that is inspired on much classic social
psychology works on personality and nonverbal behavior [48],
[21], [31], [5], [35].
Mairesse et al. [40] investigated the prediction of personality
impressions from 96 individual segments of conversational
audio. Their regression using audio cues only resulted in
performances of R2 = 24%, 18%, and 15% for Extraversion,
Emotional Stability, and Conscientiousness respectively. This
work emphasized the role of prosodic cues in the automatic
prediction of personality. In a related study, Mohammadi et
al. [43] focused on the use of prosodic cues to automatically
classify Big-Five personality impressions obtained on French
professional radio broadcasts (7h of data). The obtained accuracy ranged from 65% to 80% depending on the traits, and the
authors reported the Extraversion trait as the easier to predict.
In the context of small group meetings, Lepri et al. [38],
[39] investigated the automatic prediction of self-reported
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach for the study of personality impressions
in YouTube vlogs using nonverbal cues.

extraversion and locus of control. They explored the use of
audio cues (speech activity and prosody) and visual cues
(energy from head, hands, and body) extracted on one-minute
slices in a total of 6h of data. In their regression task, they
obtained up to R2 = 22% for Extraversion [38]. They also
found that using the gaze of others as a cue could help to
improve the prediction [39]. Typically related to Extraversion,
dominance has also computationally modeled using automatic
nonverbal cues [30], [32]. Jayagopi et al. [32] investigated
audio-visual cues for dominance estimation using both an
unsupervised and supervised model and found that speaking
time led to superior performance. Also in group meetings, a
high ratio between looking while speaking and looking while
listening [21] was found to determine dominance [30].
Though vlogs are not face-to-face interactions, vloggers
behave in ways that that resemble having a conversation with
their audience through their webcam [58]. Thus, in this work
we investigate the suitability of using similar conversational
nonverbal cues in the context of vlogging. At the time of
publication, we found a piece of work that addressed the
study of personality from automatic audiovisual analysis in
a similar monologue setting than vlogging [9]. We found that
whereas the techniques used for analyzing such content may
be similar than the ones used here, the data used and the task
addressed are completely different in nature. First, as opposed
to the recordings made in a laboratory [9], our data consists
of spontaneous self-recorded vlogs that are made to be shared
publicly online. Second, we address the problem of personality
impressions and not self-reported personality.
III. OVERVIEW OF O UR APPROACH
Figure 1 summarizes the technical blocks of our approach
for the study of personality impressions. We start by preprocessing a set of conversational vlogs from YouTube to
create ”thin-slices” of behavior with the extraction of the first
conversational minute. On one hand, we use these vlog slices
to obtain vloggers’ personality judgments from Mechanical
Turk workers. On the other hand, we process the slices to
automatically extract nonverbal cues from audio and video.
Then, we divide the study in four different blocks. First, we
analyze the work of MTurk annotators and study the agreement
of personality impressions. Second, we investigate the relation
that these impressions have with social attention, measured
from YouTube metadata. Third, we measure the level of cue
utilization of automatic nonverbal cues from vloggers as lenses
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that mediate the personality impressions of observers. Finally,
we address the task of predicting personality from vloggers’
from automatically extracted nonverbal behavior. Each module
is discussed in Sections IV-VIII.
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HIT preview
WATCH THE VIDEO ENTIRELY (!) Please, wait for the video to finish.

IV. YOU T UBE V LOG DATASET AND P REPROCESSING
Our set of YouTube vlogs consists of 2,269 videos between
1 and 6 min long from 469 different vloggers (a total of
150h of video), together with all available video metadata
and viewers’ comments were collected in 2009 [11]. The
sample had been obtained using keywords such as ”vlogs”
and ”vlogging” and had been limited to a setting in which a
single person was talking to the camera mostly showing head
and shoulders. No other restriction was imposed in terms of
content or topics, which are variate, including personal vlogs,
movie, books, and product reviews, political debate, etc.
With the purpose of bounding the time needed to collect
human annotations for our personality impressions collection,
we limited the size of the dataset for our experiments to one
video per vlogger, and we preprocessed the videos to obtain
the first conversational minute only. The use of “thin slices” is
greatly documented in psychology as suitable for the study of
first impressions [5], [47]. For the case of personality, some
research has suggested that few seconds are enough to make
accurate judgments [17].
Vlogs may result from a combination of conversational and
non-conversational shots mixed in any order. For example,
non-conversational shots at the beginning of the video may
be used as user-branded opening to a vlog [12]. Recently, we
showed how to automatically obtain useful conversational/nonconversational shot segmentations with the use of a shot
boundary detector and an automatic face detection system [12].
In this work, we used the same approach to process every
vlog. Then, we either shortened the first conversational shot or
merged it with subsequent conversational shots when required,
in order to obtain the first conversational minute. In practice,
we allowed durations between 50s and 70s so to minimize
the number of shot boundaries in the final vlog slice, and
we discarded 27 vlog slices that resulted shorter than 50s
after merging the conversational segments. The final dataset
contained 442 vlogs of which 47% (208) corresponded to male
and 53% (234) to female vloggers.
V. U SING M ECHANICAL T URK TO C OLLECT
P ERSONALITY I MPRESSIONS
We addressed the task of collecting personality impressions
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, following a video-watching
paradigm that aims to resemble the ways in which online video
is consumed in sites such as YouTube, where ordinary, diverse
people (as opposed to train users) make first impressions
while they watch thin-slices of video. Using MTurk, we also
intended to explore the possibility of an affordable and fast
completion method that could truly scale to the annotation of
large amounts of social media data.
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of our Human Intelligence Task
(HIT) design, which consisted of two main components. The
top part of the HIT contained an embedded video player to

.

ANSWER THE QUESTIONNAIRE (!) To start with the questionnaire, press

here

Please, INDICATE HOW MUCH YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE with each one of the following
STATEMENTS about the person in the video.
(!) Rate the extent to which the pair of the trait applies to the person, even if one
characteristic applies more stronlgy than the other .
STATEMENTS:

You see the person in the video as...
P1. Extraverted, enthusiastic

1-Disagree strongly

P2. Cristical, quarrelsome

1-Disagree strongly

P3. Dependable, self-disciplined

1-Disagree strongly

P4. Anxious, easily upset

1-Disagree strongly

P5. Open to new experiences,
complex

1-Disagree strongly

P6. Reserved, quiet

1-Disagree strongly

P7. Sympathetic, warm

1-Disagree strongly

P8. Disorganized, careless

1-Disagree strongly

P9. Calm, emotionally stable.

1-Disagree strongly

P10. Conventional, uncreative

1-Disagree strongly

7-Agree strongly
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Fig. 2. A view of the HIT designed to collect personality judgments from
MTurk. On the top, the embedded vlog. On the bottom, the TIPI questionnaire.

display the one-minute vlog slices obtained from preprocessing (see Section IV). The bottom part of the HIT included the
Ten-Item Personality Inventory form designed by Gosling et
al. [26]. This personality inventory was designed to measure
personality in settings like ours, were there are limitations on
the time that people can spend to complete the questionnaires,
and measures the Big Five personality traits on the basis of
only 10 items (two items per scale on a 7-point likert scale).
This is also the case in our setting, because we aim to keep
the task short. With the purpose of obtaining spontaneous
impressions, we did not give any particular instructions to
workers to fill the questionnaire apart form 1) watching the
video entirely and 2) answering the questionnaire. The TIPI
instructions were directly taken from [26], but were rephrased
to ask about the vlogger personality. We also added an extra
third component to the HIT to collect some demographics
from the vloggers: the gender, the age, and the ethnicity. Age
and ethnicity were divided in six categories each: younger
than 12, 12-17, 18-24, 25-34, 35-50, and older than 50 (for
age), and Caucasian, Black or African American, Asian/Pacific
Islander, American Indian/Alaskan native, Hispanic, and Other
(for ethnicity). These questions represent an opportunity to
measure the reliability and quality of the MTurk annotations,
as they are typically clearly more objective than the personality
questionnaire.
The actually design of the HIT, resulted from an iterative
process, in which we conscientiously refined the HIT design
to discourage spammers from completing our tasks. With this
purpose, we incorporated javascript and CSS to disable the
HTML questions and control the flow of the HIT. First, the
questionnaire was enabled only after the video had reached
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the end. Second, the demography questions were enabled only
after all the TIPI was completed to make sure that no items
were skipped. Third, the final “Submit” button of the MTurk
interface was hidden until all the questions were answered.
Finally, in addition to the working time reported by MTurk,
we logged the time spend on each of the components: time
watching the video, time filling the TIPI questionnaire, and
time answering the demographic questions.
Gosling et al. [26] suggested that the TIPI could be completed in one minute. Thus, we estimated each HIT to take no
more than 2 minutes. We posted a total of 2,210 to collect five
different judgments for each of the 442 vloggers. The HITs
were restricted to workers with HIT acceptance rates of 95%
or higher, from the US (1,768 HITs) and India (442 HITs),
as these are the English speaking countries with more MTurk
workers [41].

speech (S)
non-speech (NS)

frontal face detection
looking (L)

not-looking (NL)

L&S

S&NL

turns) [47]. It is obtained by the ratio between the number
of speech segments and the duration of the video.
2) Prosodic cues: Several prosodic cues are also obtained
from audio. Voicing rate and some related cues were obtained
form the MIT audio toolbox in a frame-by-frame basis (with
windows of 32ms and steps of 16ms). In addition, energy
and pitch features were obtained from the audio signal using
PRAAT in windows of 40ms and time steps of 10ms. Finally,
all the cues were aggregated between frames by computing
the mean, median, mean-scaled standard deviation, maximum,
minimum, and entropy.
•

A. Audio cues
We characterized the audio modality of vlogs with a set
of nonverbal cues that measure patterns of speech activity, as
well as prosody.
1) Speaking activity: We extracted speaking activity cues
using the toolbox developed by the Human Dynamics group
at MIT Media Lab [47]. These cues are extracted on the basis
of a two-level hidden Markov model (HMM) that is used to
segment the audio in voiced/unvoiced and speech/non-speech
regions (Figure 3, top). From there, several cues measure how
talkative and fluent people are.
• The speaking time (Speaking Time) is a measure of how
much the vlogger talks. Though our vlogs display a
monologue setting, we hypothesize that some vloggers
may be more talkative than others depending on their
personality. This feature is computed by the ratio between
the total duration of speech and the total video duration.
• The length of the speaking segments (Avg Length of
Speak Segs) is a measure of fluency, typically related to
the duration and number of silent pauses (long segments
are associated with short and few pauses) [48]. It is
measured by the ratio between the overall duration of
speech divided by the number of speech segments.
• The number of speaking turns (# Speech turns) is another
measure of fluency, directly related to the number of
silent pauses (silent pauses interrupt and initiate speaking

NS&L

Fig. 3. Scheme of multimodal segmentations obtained from vlogs. Top: the
speech/non speech segmentation obtained from audio using a two-layer HMM.
Center: looking/not-looking segmentations obtained from video using a face
detection system. Bottom: multimodal segmentation obtained by combining
the audio and visual segmentations. (L = Looking, S= Speaking, N = Not).

VI. N ONVERBAL C UE E XTRACTION
We automatically processed the one-minute vlogs to extract
nonverbal cues from both audio and video as descriptors of the
vloggers’ behavior. Given the conversational nature of vlogs,
most of the features computed here were borrowed from social
psychology and social computing works on conversational
interactions [47], [23]. In addition, as suggested by their
performance on the automatic prediction of personality [40],
[43], we considered a broad range of prosodic nonverbal cues.
Overall, these features result from aggregates along the video,
i.e., for each vlog each cue is represented with a single value.
The following sections provide a basic description of these
cues and their computation.

NL&NS

•

•

The voicing rate (Voice rate) relates to the frequency
of phonemes while speaking, and represents the pace of
a conversation [48]. In monologues, it can represent a
measure of fluency or excitement. It is computed by the
ratio between the overall duration of voice segments and
the duration of speech. In addition to the voicing rate, we
use the number of autocorrelation peaks (# R0 peaks),
their location (Loc R0 peaks) and the spectral entropy
(Spec Entropy) which are the raw features used to obtain
the voicing/non-voicing segmentation [8].
The speaking energy (Energy) is a measure of loudness,
typically related to excitement. In its mean-scaled standard deviation form, it is also used to measure vocal control (how well the vlogger controls loudness), a feature
typically related to emotionality [47]. We also computed
the first derivative of the Energy (D Energy).
The pitch (F0) is the main frequency of the audio signal.
In its mean-scaled standard deviation form, it is another
measure of vocal control and emotionality [47]. In addition to the pitch, we obtained the pitch bandwidth (F0
BW), intensity, (F0 Intensity), and the confidence of the
estimate (F0 Conf ), which were respectively aggregated
as mentioned above.

B. Video cues
We characterized the video modality of vlogs by extracting
nonverbal cues that capture patterns of looking activity, pose,
and visual activity.
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C. Multimodal cues
We combined the speech/non-speech and looking/notlooking segmentations in one single audiovisual segmentation that captures regions of looking-while-speaking (L&S),

1.0

% of HITs

1) Looking activity and pose: Looking activity cues were
extracted on the basis of a frontal face detection system [57]
that was used to create binary segmentations of intervals
looking/non-looking to the camera, under the sensible assumption that frontal face detections occur when the vlogger looks
at the camera (see Figure 3). Though robust tracking methods
could be applied here, this method does not require manual
initialization nor parameter tuning, and it is robust regarding
lighting variations and image resolution, and thus suitable for
large-scale analysis. In addition, the face detection bounding
box can be used as a proxy to measure proximity to the camera
and framing.
• The looking time (Looking Time) is a measure of how
much the vlogger looks to the camera. We hypothesize
that despite the clear communication intent of vlogs,
vloggers with different personalities may differ on the
overall time spent looking to the camera. It is measured
by the ratio between the overall looking time and the
duration of the video.
• The length of the looking segments (Av Length Look Seg)
is a measure of the persistence of a vlogger’s gaze. It
is computed by the ratio between the overall looking
duration and the number of looking segments.
• The number of looking turns (# Look turns) measures
how frequently the vlogger looks to the camera and it
is directly related to patterns of gaze avoidance. It is
obtained by the ratio between the number of looking
segments and the video duration.
• The proximity to the camera (Proximity to camera) characterizes the choice of the vlogger to address the camera
from a close distance. It is computed as the inverse of the
average face bounding box area normalized by the video
frame area.
• The vertical framing (Vertical Framing) measures to what
extent faces are positioned on the upper part of the video
frame and it is associated with vloggers showing the
upper body. It is measured as the average vertical distance
between the center of the bounding box and the center of
the video frame normalized by the video frame height.
2) Visual activity: The overall motion of the vlogger is an
indicator of vloggers’ excitement and kinetic expressiveness.
We computed the overall visual activity of the vlogger with a
modified version of motion energy images called ”Weighted
Motion Energy Images” (wMEI) [10]. The normalized wMEI
describes the motion throughout a video as a gray-scale image,
where the intensity of each pixel indicates the visual activity
on it. From the normalized wMEIs, we extract statistical
features as descriptors of the vlogger’s body activity such
as the mean, median, and center of gravity (in horizontal
and vertical dimensions). To compensate for different video
sizes, all images are previously resized to the same dimensions
(320x240 pixels).
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Fig. 4. Cumulative percentual distribution of MTurk annotations. Workers
are ranked based on the number of HITs completed. The top ranked worker
completed 17% of the HITs (400 HITs), 26 workers contributed with 80% of
the annotations (1790 HITs), whereas 57 workers contributed with less than
5 HITs each (126 HITs).

looking-while-not-speaking (L&NS), and their counterparts
(see Figure 3). We then adapted the dominance ratio designed
for face-to-face interactions [21] to the vlog setting by computing the multimodal ratio L&S/L&NS. Our set of multimodal
cues includes the multimodal ratio, as well as the individual
values of L&S and L&NS.
VII. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We divide our study in four parts. First, we analyze the work
of MTurk annotators and measure the agreement of personality
impressions. Second, we analyze the personality impressions
in the context of YouTube, and investigate their correlations
with social attention, as measured from vlogs’ metadata. Third,
we measure the utilization of automatic nonverbal cues from
vloggers as lenses that mediate the personality impressions
of observers by means of pair-wise correlations. Finally, we
address the task of predicting personality from vloggers’
nonverbal behavior using regression.
A. Crowdsourced Personality Judgements’ Quality
The annotation tasks were completed by a total of 118
workers. The 1,760 HITs restricted to the US were completed
by 91 workers and were finished within 12 days after being
uploaded to MTurk, whereas the 442 HITs restricted to India
were completed by only 27 workers and took 2 more days to be
finished. This timing seems reasonable given the 75h hours of
expected work (2min per HIT), the money spend on it, and the
effort that would have taken to gather people offline to perform
the task. However, it is slower than timings reported for other
MTurk tasks [41]. Regarding individual work, each worker
completed an average of 20 HITs. A two-tailed paired t-test
on the distributions of HITs/worker showed no significant
differences between the contribution of US and Indian workers
(t = −0.87, df = 103.021, p = 0.38). However, as shown in
Figure 4, the contribution varied substantially among workers,
with one worker contributing to 17% of the annotations, and
26% of the workers providing up to 80% of the annotations.
The average time of the TIPI questionnaire completion alone
was 36.1s. Though this figure is substantially lower compared
to the one minute suggested by Gosling et al. [26], this result
agrees with other recent studies in MTurk, where completion
times of annotations were reduced with respect to experts’
working time, which can be justified by the economic motive
of MTurk workers [51].
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TABLE II
D ESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS , PAIR - WISE CORRELATIONS , C RONBACH ’ S ALPHA , AND I NTRACLASS C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENTS FOR P ERSONALITY
I MPRESSIONS (∗∗∗ p < .0001).

1
2
3
4
5

Trait
Extr
Agr
Cons
Emot
Open

M ean
4.61
4.68
4.48
4.76
4.66

SD
1.00
0.87
0.78
0.79
0.71

Skew
−0.32
−0.72
−0.32
−0.57
−0.09

M in
1.90
2.00
1.90
2.20
2.40

M ax
6.60
6.50
6.20
6.50
6.30

1

To get an idea of the level of impression agreement among
workers, we first investigated the reliability on the three
questions regarding the demographics of the vloggers by
means of the Fleiss’ Kappa coefficient. The Fleiss Kappa
assesses the reliability of categorical ratings and compensates
for the agreement that could occur if raters were annotating at
random. As one would expect from a well performed task, the
gender annotations showed high agreement (κ = 91). Clearly,
the age and ethnicity annotations are more difficult to perform,
yet they achieved a fair agreement for age (κ = 29), and
moderated agreement for ethnicity (κ = 46).
Table II gathers some basic statistics regarding the actual
personality impressions collected with the TIPI questionnaires.
The personality impressions score of each vlogger were aggregated across the corresponding 5 available annotations computing the mean. All the personality traits resulted centered
on the positive part of the likert scales (≥ 4) and showed
little skewness (≤ 1). The table also shows the correlations
between the impressions for the Big-Five traits (see columns
labeled with 1-5), which was larger between Agreeableness
and Emotional Stability (r = .69), and between Extraversion
and Openness to Experience (r = .51).
We evaluated the quality of the MTurk annotations in terms
of the internal consistency of the personality test. The TIPI
questionnaire is expected to have lower consistency compared
to other personality inventories, as a consequence of using
only two items per scale [26]. However, very low consistency
could indicate that MTurk workers are unreliably using the
scales to fill up the personality questionnaires. To investigate
this, we computed Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient for
each personality trait across all the annotations (N = 2,210),
and report values in Table II. We obtained alphas between
.46 and .63 depending on the traits, a value range similar to
that reported on the original TIPI report [26], suggesting that
MTurk workers are answering the questionnaires consistently
from the point of view of the experimental design.
A cuore question of interest is to what extent workers are
able to achieve any agreement on the basis of watching 1min
slices of vlogs. In our setting, no agreement could result
from two hypothetical situations in which either a) vloggers’
behavior would not convey any personal information or b)
MTurk workers did not pay attention while completing the
HITs. We computed the Intraclass Correlation Coefficients
(ICCs) for each personality trait, as they are commonly used
in psychology to measure the level of absolute agreement
between annotators [49]. Note that contrary to other existing
reports of annotators agreement of personality [25], [56],
we cannot use ICC(2,1) and ICC(2,k) measures, because
each observer only annotated a subset of the data. Instead,

2
.03

3
4
.00
.08
.39∗∗∗ .69∗∗∗
.55∗∗∗

5
.56∗∗∗
.28∗∗∗
.26∗∗∗
.31∗∗∗

α
.58
.46
.63
.61
.48

ICC(1, 1)
.39∗∗∗
.27∗∗∗
.14∗∗∗
.13∗∗∗
.15∗∗∗

ICC(1, K)
.76∗∗∗
.64∗∗∗
.45∗∗∗
.42∗∗∗
.47∗∗∗

we computed ICC(1,1) and ICC(1,k) which are measures of
absolute agreement designed for experimental settings were
each target is annotated by a k judges randomly selected from
a population of K judges, with k < K [49]. In our setting,
we have k = 5 and K = 113.
We present the two ICCs for each trait in the last two
columns of Table II. The ICC(1,1) measures the extent to
which two perceivers agree with each other. In addition,
the ICC(1,k) measures the degree of agreement in rating
the targets, when the annotations are aggregated across the
5 workers to obtain a unique aggregate personality score.
The ICC(1,1) shows moderate to low reliabilities for the
single MTurk annotations (.15 < ICC(1,1) <.40, p < 10−3 ),
whereas the ICC(1,k) display moderate reliabilities for the
aggregated annotations (.47 < ICC(1,k) < .77). We remark
a few observations in the context of previous personality
impressions research. The first one is that different personality
traits achieved substantially different agreement. The second
is that Extraversion is the trait achieving the highest level
of agreement among observers. These two results have been
repeatedly reported in research in personality [25], [4], and are
typically related to the evidence that the amount of observable
information associated with some personality traits is larger
than for others, and that this information varies with the
context in which personality impressions are formed [27],
[13]. Third, most of the literature in face-to-face and videotaped impressions consistently reported Conscientiousness as
the trait showing the second highest reliability. Thus, it is very
interesting to see that in our case the trait achieving the second
highest ICC is Agreeableness, and not Conscientiousness
(which is in fact the trait with second lowest ICC). As argued
by Gosling et al. [27], who found a similar effect with the
Openness to Experience trait in personality impressions from
bedrooms, this may well indicate that the vlogging setting is
providing much more valuable information to form impressions of Agreeableness, compared to information regarding
Conscientiousness.
We shall emphasize that the magnitude of these reliabilities
compares well to other personality impression works, and
indicate that there is substantial agreement on the personality
impressions from MTurk. For example, Ambady et al. [4]
found that single personality impressions based on face-toface interactions achieved a reliability between .07 and .27 for
different traits, whereas Gosling et al. measured reliabilities
between .23 and .51 for single impressions from bedrooms
using the same TIPI questionnaire [27]. Because these reliabilities were reported in terms of mean pair-wise correlations
between raters, we computed these measures on our data
for comparison (we considered only those annotators with
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TABLE III
D ESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND PAIR - WISE CORRELATIONS FOR YOU T UBE ATTENTION MEASURES ( ALL CORRELATIONS HAVE p < .0001).

1
2
3
4
5

Measure
# Views
#Times favorited
# Raters
# Comments
Average rating

M ean
288.91
2.07
14.71
12.50
4.85

SD
8.18
3.66
4.71
5.31
0.87

Skew
0.98
1.93
1.27
0.99
−0.76

M in
1
0
1
0
1

M ax
2406284
22007
27349
23112
5

1

2
.86

3
.88
.90

4
.85
.86
.92

5
− .28
− .18.
− .20
− .17

Fig. 5. XYplots for personality impressions and social attention based on # views received. All relations are linear except for Agreeableness, which is
U-shaped.

more than 5 completed HITs). The resulting mean pair-wise
correlations are: Extraversion (.44), Agreeableness (.36), Conscientiousness (.23) , Emotional Stability (.27), and Openness
to Experience (.24). Other interesting works studying user
profiles and websites reported reliabilities in terms of ICC(2,1)
and may not be compared directly [56], [25].
Overall, our experience with MTurk was that running a
HIT required substantially more involvement than we had
estimated, answering emails from workers, ensuring that workers understand the task and take enough time, and validating
submitted HITs in order to built a community of trusted
workers. In general terms, our experience using MTurk supports that reported by others on the annotation of multimodal
corpora [51]. However, this effort seems to be recompensed
with annotations that have substantial agreement.
B. Personality Impressions and Social Attention
Several forms of social participation take place around
vlogs. People may watch a vlog, but may also actively
”like” or ”unlike” it – manifesting some kind of approval or
disapproval –, mark it as one of their favorites, or write a
comment about it. All these actions, which are registered and
aggregated by the YouTube platform in the form of metadata,
can be interpreted as signaling the attention that vloggers
receive from the YouTube audience. Because each one of
this actions involves people to a different degree, one could
argue that these different actions unveil different aspects of
people’s attention. For example, anybody can watch videos
in YouTube, but only registered and logged-in people can
”like”, ”favorite”, or comment in a vlog. Moreover, writing a
comment clearly takes more time and effort than just ”liking”
the video. In practice, however, most of these measures are
largely correlated [12].
Table III summarizes some basic statistics of these measures
as obtained from YouTube metadata for the 442 vlogs in
our dataset. The # views, # time favorited, # raters and #
comments distributions are highly skewed to very large values,
due to the long-tail distribution of social network data, where
a small percentage of vloggers are very popular and lots of

them are ordinary. To reduce skewness, we transformed these
measures with a log function. Note that the mean, standard
deviation, minimum, and maximum values shown in the table
were computed in the log scale and were transformed back
for displaying purposes. Only the skewness measure was
computed after transformation. The case of the average rating
is quite different. This measure, which ranges between 1 and
5, showed a large bias towards large values (mean = 4.85),
which suggests that when people decide to rate a vlog tend to
give high ratings. We transformed this measure with a power
ten function. We also computed the inter-class correlations
between these measures, which are shown in the right part of
Table III. Note that only the correlations on the last column are
relatively low, which indicates that the average rating received
by the videos is weakly related to the # of views, # times
favorites, # raters, and # comments of videos.
We investigate the personality correlates with aggregates of
these measures of attention computed across groups of vlogs
featuring similar personality scores. This aggregation method
is used to compensate the attention measures from network
processes such as preferential attachment [18], which inflate
these measures, but may not result from a manifest interest
of audiences in the content of the videos itself. Following a
recent work by Huberman et al. [29] we compute the average
level of attention as an aggregate of the attention received
by a set of videos. Formally, this quantity is defined as â =
P
N
n=1 an /N , where â is the average level of attention, N is
the number of videos in the set, and an is the attention received
by the n-th video as measured by one of the attention measures
introduced above. The analysis proceeds as follows. For each
personality trait, we divide vloggers into roughly L equallysized sets corresponding to L personality score levels,
PNieach one
characterized by its mean personality score sˆi = n=1
sn /N ,
where Ni is the number of videos in the i-th set, and sn is the
personality score corresponding to the n-th video in the set.
Then, for each personality trait and each measure of attention,
we explore the association between the average personality
scores sˆi and the average level of attention aˆi obtained for
each set i = 1 . . . L. For our analysis, we used L = 20, as
a compromise between the number of videos per set and the
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TABLE IV
P EARSON ’ S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VLOGS ’ ATTENTION

TABLE V
S PEARMAN ’ S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN AUDIO CUES AND

MEASURES AND THE PERSONALITY IMPRESSIONS

THE PERSONALITY IMPRESSIONS

(† p < .05,∗ p < .01,∗∗ p < .001,∗∗∗ p < .0001). F OR AGREEABLENESS ,

(† p < .05,∗ p < .01,∗∗ p < .001,∗∗∗ p < .0001).

THE CORRELATION SCORE RESULTS FROM A SQUARE RELATIONSHIP

Measures
# Views
# Times favorited
# Raters
# Comments
Average rating

E
.93∗∗∗
.95∗∗∗
.96∗∗∗
.97∗∗∗
.12

C
.61∗
.58∗
.51†
.61∗
.26

O
A
ES
.78∗∗∗ .70∗ .36
∗
.82
− .67 − .09
.82†
.65† − .09
.78∗∗∗ .60† .00
.67∗
.56† .24

number of data points for the analysis.
Figure 5 shows the xyplots of the Big Five personality
traits and the attention measure using the number of views.
The figure features a linear association between Extraversion,
Openness to Experience, and Conscientiousness with attention,
suggesting that users scoring higher for these traits receive a
higher level of attention from the audiences. Intuitively, it is
reasonable to think that vloggers scoring higher in personality
traits such as Extraversion or Openness to Experience may be
more appealing or interesting to watch, because of the ways
in which they create their videos and behave in them (including both the verbal and nonverbal channels). In addition,
these type of personalities are more likely to be active and
socially involved online as well as offline, and therefore might
ultimately be recognized in the vlogger community. Instead,
Agreeableness shows a nonlinear association with attention,
suggesting that the ”pleasant” and ”disagreeable” vloggers in
the extremes of this personality dimension tend to receive more
attention.
We measured the strength of all the possible associations between measures of attention and personality by means of linear
fits with the exception of those involving the Agreeableness
trait. For Agreeableness, we fit a second-order polynomial with
all measures of attention except with the average rating, for
which the association was also observed to be linear. Table IV
summarizes the correlation coefficient for all the fits (the R2
values of the second order polynomial fits were converted
to correlation coefficients for consistency). The linear and
nonlinear associations observed for the number of views in
Figure 5 are also measured for the number of times favorited,
comments, and raters, whereas the Agreeableness polynomial
fit compares in strength to the rest of the fits. The case of
average rating is interesting because shows low correlation
with Extraversion (and Conscientiousness), suggesting that
low and high extraverts are both likely to have high average
ratings. On the contrary, the Agreeableness and Openness to
Experience trait are linearly associated to the average rating,
suggesting that users scoring high in these traits are also
obtaining higher average ratings. Thus, the ”liking” social
function associated to the average rating seems to capture
well the meaning of agreeableness, giving lower ratings to
disagreeable vloggers and higher ratings to pleasant, likable
vloggers.
C. Correlation Analysis between Nonverbal Cues and Personality Impressions
We investigated the individual correlations between automatic nonverbal behavioral cues and personality impressions

Speaking Activity
Speaking Time
Av Len Speak
# Speech turns
Cue utilization
Prosodic cues
Voice rate
Av Voice Seg
Energy (m)
Energy (m-sd)
D Energy (m)
D Energy (m-sd)
Energy (max)
Energy (min)
Spec Entropy (m)
Spec Entropy (m-sd)
F0 (m)
F0 (m-sd)
F0 (max)
F0 (min)
F0 conf (m)
F0 conf (sd)
F0 BW (m)
F0 BW (m-sd)
F0 Intensity (m)
F0 Intensity (m-sd)
# R0 peaks (m)
# R0 pks (s)
Loc R0 pks (m)
Loc R0 pks (m-sd)
Cue utilization

E
C
O
A
ES
.18∗∗∗ .27∗∗∗ .13∗
.05
.12∗∗
.16∗∗∗ .15∗∗
.11†
.01
.07
− .13∗∗ − .01
− .07
.03 − .00
3
2
2
0
1
E
C
O
A
ES
.02
.10†
.05
.09
.04
− .07
− .11† − .07 − .09† − .06
.28∗∗∗ − .04
.11† − .08
.01
.09† − .13†
.08 − .01 − .00
− .08
.02
− .08
.01 − .00
.34∗∗∗ − .08
.15∗∗ − .11† − .04
.32∗∗∗ − .13†
.13∗∗ − .14∗∗ − .08
.02
.01
.01 − .05 − .03
.09
− .08
− .02 − .04 − .01
.05
.01
.06
.05 − .03
.21∗∗∗ − .08
.07
.12† − .05
− .10†
.01
− .02 − .18∗∗ .00
.20∗∗∗ .04
.14 − .00
.06
.21∗∗∗ − .02
.07
.01 − .02
.22∗∗∗ .02
.07
.13∗
.02
.17∗∗∗ .01
.08
.13∗
.03
− .26∗∗∗ − .13∗ − .15∗
.06 − .02
.04
− .00
.01
.09
.03
.14∗
.12†
.09 − .00
.07
∗∗∗
∗
.21
.07
.14 − .02
.04
.17∗∗∗ − .09
− .01 − .04 − .04
.09
− .12∗ − .05 − .08 − .04
.28∗∗∗ − .07
.06
.03 − .07
− .04
− .14∗ − .07 − .14∗ − .06
14

8

5

8

0

m = mean, s = standard deviation, m-sd = mean-scaled standard deviation.
All the cues were defined in Section VI-A.

by means of pair-wise correlations. This is a common approach
of research in personality, mostly in social psychology [27],
[48] used to explore what aspects of targets observers may
have used to infer their judgements (i.e., cue utilization). In our
case, this analysis is useful to find out what automatic nonverbal cues are actually capturing such kind of information. Given
the highly skewed distribution of some of the automatically
computed nonverbal cues, we decided to report all the correlations using Spearman’s coefficient, which is better suited
for non-normal data (for normal distributed cues, Spearman’s
coefficient slightly underestimates the true correlation with
respect to Pearson’s coefficient) [19]. Tables V- VII present the
Spearman’s correlations between our sets of audio, visual, and
multimodal cues and the vloggers’ personality impressions. To
help the analysis, we also measure the level of cue utilization
with the number of significant effects. Previously to our
analysis, all the cues were tested for near-zero-variance using
a common statistical approach based on the number of unique
values per feature and the ratio between the most frequent and
the second most frequent value [36]. All cues passed the test.
Some nonverbal cues were dropped from the analysis because
they showed high correlations with other cues (r ≥ .80). For
example, both median and entropy aggregates of prosodic cues
(see Section VI-A2) were dropped because they were found
highly correlated with the mean aggregate. The # looking turns
was also dropped because of the large correlation with the
average length of looking segments.
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We provide several interesting observations in the light
of knowledge of cue utilization for personality impressions
and nonverbal behavior. First, we observed that considering
audio, visual, and multimodal cues together, Extraversion (cue
utilization = 24) and Emotional Stability (cue utilization =
3) are the traits that show the larger and the lower cue
utilization respectively. Thus, the finding repeated in a variety
of contexts [13], [33], [4], that impressions of Extraversion and
Emotional Stability are, among all traits, the ones associated
respectively with the largest and lowest amount of informative
cues is also supported in the context of vlogging. Second,
we noticed that whereas Agreeableness was found to achieve
the second largest agreement by far (ICC(1,1) = .27), it
only accounted for a small number of significant effects (cue
utilization = 10) compared to Conscientiousness (ICC(1,1)
= .14, cue utilization = 16) and Openness to Experience
(ICC(1,1) = .15, cue utilization = 12). This finding indicates
that despite the evidence that observers shared some information during video watching that lead them to agree on their
impression of vloggers’ Agreeableness, such information is not
captured by the features proposed in our datasets. Instead, it
seems that the set of cues proposed provide more information
related to impressions of Conscientiousness and Openness
to Experience. More detailed observations can be found by
looking at the different sets of nonverbal cues.
Among audio cues (see Table V), the speaking activity
features show significant correlations with all the personality
impressions except with Agreeableness. This result concurs
with a general finding from social psychology research that
reports speaking activity cues among the nonverbal cues with
larger number of associations with several social constructs
in multiple conversational scenarios [35]. In particular, the
positive correlation of speaking time with Extraversion indicates that observers are aware of the general knowledge
that associates the extraverts with being talkative [35]. Other
correlations are also backed up with related literature. For
example, Extraversion judgments are positively correlated with
the length of the speech segments and negatively correlated
with the number of speaking turns, which agrees with findings
that associate Extraversion impressions with high fluency [48].
Some of the effects observed for prosodic cues had also
been previously documented in the literature. The positive
correlation between Extraversion and both mean/max Energy
and mean Pitch is related to Extraversion impressions being
associated with people speaking louder [13], [48] and with
higher pitch [48]. The positive correlation between Agreeableness and mean Pitch is related to Agreeableness impressions
associated with high voice [13]. In addition, the correlations
between Conscientiousness impressions and mean-scale standard deviations of Energy, and between both Extraversion and
Agreeableness impressions are associated with higher vocal
control [35].
The looking patterns (see Table VI) show significant correlations with all the traits except Emotional Stability. In
particular, Conscientiousness impressions are associated with
vloggers facing the camera longer and more persistently,
as measured by the total looking time and the length of
looking segments. On the contrary, Extraversion and Openness
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TABLE VI
S PEARMAN ’ S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VISUAL CUES AND
THE PERSONALITY IMPRESSIONS

(† p < .05,∗ p < .01,∗∗ p < .001,∗∗∗ p < .0001).
Looking & Pose
Looking time
Av Len Look Seg
Proximity to camera
Vertical framing
Cue utilization
Visual activity
wMEI (e)
wMEI (m)
wMEI H Cog
wMEI V Cog
Cue utilization

E
C
O
A
ES
− .02
.24∗∗∗ − .03
.10† .09
− .13∗
.23∗∗∗ − .14∗
.07
.07
− .02
.07
− .05
.01 − .05
.14∗
.00
.14∗
.12† .08
2
2
2
2
0
E
C
O
A
ES
.33∗∗∗ − .17∗∗
.21∗∗∗ − .01 − .03
.32∗∗∗ − .13∗∗
.24∗∗∗ .02 − .00
.05
− .04
− .01
− .06
.01
− .04
− .05
− .08
− .03 − .06
2
2
2
0
0

e = entropy, m= mean. All the cues were defined in Section VI-B1.

to Experience judgments are negatively correlated with the
length of looking segments. One could argue that the length
of looking segments is indicative of gaze avoidance. If that
was the case, our results would suggest that Extraverted and
Openness to Experience impressions of vloggers are associated
with camera avoidance. We found at least one work showing
that the association with camera avoidance was negative for
most of the personality impressions [13]. One would expect
this to be even true also for vlogging, specially when people
are voluntarily recording themselves. Thus, it is unclear to
what extent the distribution of this nonverbal cue may not
be result from body movement or any other behavior instead
of gaze avoidance. Clearly, this result needs to be explored
in further detail. Regarding pose, the positive correlation of
Extraversion, Openness to Experience and Agreeableness with
the vertical framing cue suggests that high scores on these
traits are associated with vloggers showing the upper body,
as opposed to mainly showing the face. Interestingly, recent
research in video-based dyadic conversations reported upper
body framing to have a significant effect on participants’
empathy during interaction [44].
The visual activity cues (see Table VI) are among all visual
cues, the ones showing the highest correlation values, doing
so with Extraversion, as well as with Openness to Experience,
and Conscientiousness impressions. As measured by the mean
and entropy of wMEI features, high scores of Extraversion
and Openness to Experience impressions are associated with
high and more diverse visual activity, whereas high scores on
Conscientiousness impressions are associated with a vlogging
setting involving less and less diverse movement. Apparently,
observers seem to share the common knowledge that associates
higher levels of activity with enthusiastic, energetic, and
dominant people [35]. The same exact findings are reported
in related literature, which show that rapid body movements
are positively correlated to Extraversion impressions and negatively correlated with Conscientiousness [33], [13].
The multimodal cues also showed a number of significant
effects (see Table VII). Large amounts of looking-whilespeaking time (L&S) are associated with high scores of Emotional Stability, Extraversion, and Conscientiousness, whereas
large amounts of looking-while-not-speaking (L&NS) are also
associated with low Extraversion. Note that the total looking
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TABLE VII
S PEARMAN ’ S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MULTIMODAL CUES
AND THE PERSONALITY IMPRESSIONS

(† p < .05,∗ p < .01,∗∗ p < .001,∗∗∗ p < .0001).
Multimodal cues
L&S
L&NS
L&S/L&NS
Cue utilization

E
C
O
A
ES
.14∗∗
.29∗∗∗ .05
.08 .12∗
− .16∗∗ − .05
− .11
.06 − .07
.21∗∗∗ .20∗∗∗ .14† − .02 .12†
3
2
1
0
2

All the cues were defined in Section VI-C.

time as a single feature (Table VI) did not show any correlation
with Extraversion impressions but it does so when combined
with speech. Furthermore, the ratio of L&S/L&NS is the
multimodal cue showing the largest number of significant correlations, doing so with all the personality impressions, except
Agreeableness. In particular, the results regarding Extraversion
agree with findings that associate Extraversion impressions
with people looking more frequently and with larger glances
when speaking (high L&S) [31]. In addition, they concur
with findings linking Extraversion to dominant behaviors. For
example, in conversational scenarios, higher ratios between
looking-while-speaking and looking-while-listening have been
found to be associated to impressions of dominance [21].
Summing up, our analysis shows that a number of automatically computed audio, visual, and multimodal nonverbal
cues are significantly correlated with vloggers’ personality
impressions, suggesting that the behaviors measured by these
cues may have also been used by the observers. As in
related literature, we found that Extraversion impressions
showed a significant number of associations to cues from
both audio [48], [13] and video [13], whereas Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Openness to Experience impressions
showed more associations with visual cues [33] . We also
found that the low number of correlations of cues with
Agreeableness does not explain the high agreement achieved
compared to other traits, which motivates the need to look
for other cues. For example, some works suggest that facial
cues, such as smiling [33], may contain important informations
to form impressions about this trait. Finally, the magnitude
of the observed effects may compare modestly with effects
reported in some social psychology works [4], [48], [33],
[13], which report significant correlations between .15 and
.70 for a diversity of nonverbal cues. This could be due to
different factors. For example, as observed by Yarkoni [59],
this could be explained by the fact that effect sizes for
statistical significant effects typically vary inversely with the
sample size.
D. Automatically Prediction of Personality Impressions using
Nonverbal Cues
In this section, we address the task of automatically predicting vloggers’ personality impressions. Specifically, we were
interested on assessing how individual cue utilization results in
prediction performance when using cues together and machine
learning techniques for prediction. In addition, we also aimed
to evaluate to what extent we can make accurate predictions
on the basis of moderately reliable crowdsourced annotations.

We conducted a series of regression tasks (one independent
task for each personality trait) targeted to predict the exact
score of personality impressions for each of the 442 vloggers
in our dataset. For each task, we used a 10-fold crossvalidation resampling approach to train and test a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) regressor [50]. The 442 instances of
our dataset were randomly divided in 10 different folds. At
each resample iteration, one fold was used for testing and the
rest of 9 folds for training. Each time a model was trained,
the parameters were optimized using an inner 10-fold cross
validation approach. We evaluated several models with distinct
feature sets and different kernels (linear, polynomial, and
RBF). Whereas the linear kernel consistently underperformed
the RBF and the polynomial kernel, the performance of the
RBF and the polynomial kernel was almost the same for
all the tasks (only in few cases the RBF provided slightly
better performance than the polynomial). Hence, to keep the
presentation of the results clear, we decided to only report performance for the RBF kernel. We measured the performance
of the automatic predictions using the root mean square error
(RMSE) and the coefficient of determination (R2 ), as these are
the two measures considered in the literature [38], [40]. The
baseline regressor is a model that predicts the mean personality
score (MPS) of the training data. The RMSE accounts for the
average error of the predicted scores:
rP
(yobs − ypred )2
,
(1)
RM SE =
n
where yobs and ypred are the observed scores and the
predicted scores, respectively, and n is the number of samples.
In contrast, the R2 is measured based on the ratio between
the model’s absolute error and the baseline-MPS predictor.
Formally, it is expressed as:
P


(yobs − ypred )2
2
,
(2)
R = 100 × 1 − P
(yobs − ȳobs )2
where yobs and ȳobs are the observed scores and their mean,
respectively, and ypred are the scores predicted by the model.
With this definition, the R2 can be interpreted as measuring the
relative improvement in MSE of the automatic predictor with
respect to the baseline-MPS. Note that negative values can be
obtained when the automatic predictor fails to outperform the
baseline-MPS.
Table VIII shows the performance for the prediction of the
Big Five personality impressions averaged over the 10 test
folds. To measure significant differences between the models
and the baseline, we conducted two-tailed paired t-tests for
the RMSE, and two-tailed single t-tests for R2 . Significant
improvements are presented in bold. At a first glance, we obtained significant performances compared to the baseline-MPS
for three of the Big Five (Extraversion, Conscientiousness,
and Openness to Experience), as shown by bold values of R2
between 7% and 36%. In contrast, as indicated by the low and
negative values of R2 , the automatic predictor could not do
any better than the baseline for Agreeableness and Openness to
Experience traits. Note that for the case of Conscientiousness
and Openness to Experience, we see that R2 values of 7%
and above correspond to significant improvements in terms of
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TABLE VIII
C ROSS - FOLD VALIDATION RESULTS FOR REGRESSION TASK (S IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES WITH RESPECT TO THE BASELINE SHOWN IN BOLD ).

Feature set
Baseline-MPS
Audio
Speech Activity
Prosody
Combined
Video
Look & Pose
Visual Activity
Combined
Multimodal
Look & Speech Activity
Audio+Video
Audio+Multimodal
Video+Multimodal
Audio+Video+Multimodal

E
RM SE
.99

R2

C
RM SE
.77

R2

O
RM SE
.70

R2

A
RM SE
.86

R2

ES
RM SE R2
.78

.96
.83
.83

7
31
31

.79
.76
.75

−3
5
7

.69
.69
.68

3
4
6

.89
.87
.87

−7
−1
−2

.81
.81
.81

−7
−8
−7

.98
.96
.96

2
7
8

.77
.79
.76

1
−3
3

.69
.69
.69

4
3
5

.90
.89
.89

−8
−7
−5

.80
.81
.81

−5
−7
−8

.98
.80
.82
.96
.80

4
36
31
8
36

.74
.74
.75
.76
.74

8
9
8
3
10

.71
.67
.68
.69
.67

−2
10
5
5
10

.90
.87
.87
.89
.87

−8
−1
−2
−5
−2

.79
.80
.81
.81
.80

−3
−5
−7
−8
−4

TABLE IX
C ROSS - FOLD VALIDATION RESULTS FOR REGRESSION TASK FOR TWO DIFFERENT HALVES OF THE DATASET (S IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES WITH RESPECT
TO THE BASELINE SHOWN IN BOLD ).

Feature set
High consensus data
Low consensus data
High consensus data
Baseline-MPS
Audio+Video+Multimodal
Low consensus data
Baseline-MPS
Audio+Video+Multimodal

E
N
ICC
203
.90∗∗∗
239
.61∗∗∗
RM SE
R2

C
N
ICC
308
.84∗∗∗
134
.21∗∗∗
RM SE
R2

O
N
ICC
253
.77∗∗∗
150
.24∗∗∗
RM SE
R2

A
N
ICC
257
.84∗∗∗
185
.48∗∗∗
RM SE
R2

ES
N
ICC
331
.81∗∗∗
111
.25∗∗∗
RM SE R2

1.05
0.80

41

0.88
0.86

6

0.71
0.71

1

0.88
0.9

−4

0.86
0.88

−4

0.93
0.78

30

0.72
0.69

8

0.69
0.67

5

0.85
0.83

0

0.74
0.76

−4

ICC = ICC(1,k)

RMSE, whereas for Extraversion the significance of RMSE is
associated to higher values of R2 due to the largest variance
existing in the scores.
Overall, the best performance (up to 36%) is achieved for
Extraversion, which is not surprising, given that it is the trait
with the largest cue utilization, and the one that achieves
the most agreement among observers. Among audio cues, the
prosodic cues showed significant performances with respect
to the baseline-MPS for both Extraversion (R2 = 31%) and
Conscientiousness (R2 = 7%), whereas speech activity was
only useful to predict Extraversion impressions (R2 = 7%).
For the case of visual cues, visual activity was useful for
the prediction of the Extraversion trait (R2 = 7%), whereas
Look and pose cues were useful to predict Conscientiousness
(R2 = 8%). In addition, multimodal cues improved the baseline prediction significantly for Conscientiousness (R2 = 8%).
Finally, the combination of audio and visual cues showed
improvements with respect to the use of single feature sets
alone (R2 = 36% for Extraversion, R2 = 9% for Conscientiousness, and R2 = 10% for Openness), though these
differences were not statistically significant compared to using
visual cues alone. In addition, the use of multimodal cues did
not help to improve the performance compared to audio and
video.
We further investigated the effect of the annotations agreement in the prediction of the Big Five personality impressions.
We divided the dataset into vlogs that generate consensus
among annotators, and those that generate disagreement, by
using a measure of ordinal dispersion for likert-scales [54].

For a given target and a set of observations, the consensus
estimates the amount of dispersion of the observations with
respect to the mean, in a way that it is zero when the same
number of observations spread on the extremes of the likertscale, and one when all the observers agree in one point of the
scale. Clearly, grouping samples with higher consensus results
in a dataset with higher ICCs, whereas the opposite is true for
the samples with low consensus. For each trait, we computed
the consensus for each vlogger and we divided the dataset in
two parts, with a consensus threshold of .80 (this threshold
was kept the same for all the traits). Then, we replicated the
regression task for the two different halves of the dataset using
all the features.
Table IX shows the size of the samples, the ICC(1,k)
achieved, and the regression results for these tasks. For the Extraversion trait, we observed an increase of performance to R2
= 41% for high consensus data, and a decrease of performance
to R2 = 30% for low consensus data, which indicates that
impressions with higher agreement are consistently associated
to specific cues with high utilization, in a way that it results
easier for the model to automatically learn the personality
impressions. However, for the case of Conscientiousness and
Openness to Experience, the performance of both halves
decreases with respect to the results of Table VIII. This result
requires more investigation, as it is unclear to what extent the
low performance is due to the size of the sample, the low cue
utilization for these traits compared to Extraversion, or both.
Overall, our analysis shows that the task of predicting
personality impressions from nonverbal cues is feasible in
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vlogging, specially for the Extraversion trait, and that we may
need to explore other cues for the rest of the traits, specially
for Agreeableness. To contextualize the achieved performances
on the prediction of personality, we refer to existing works on
the literature described in Section II. For example, Mairesee
et al. [40] obtained the best performances for the prediction
of Extraversion, Openness, and Emotional Stability with R2
values of 24%, 18% and 15% respectively based on verbal
text content. In [38], Lepri et al. obtained up to R2 of 22%
for self-reported Extraversion based on automatic nonverbal
cues.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We presented a study on personality impressions from brief
behavioral slices of conversational video blogs extracted from
YouTube. Our approach is based on three novel perspectives.
First, we explored the use of crowdsourcing as a way to
obtain personality impressions from ordinary people during
video-watching, and as a systematic and scalable alternative to
collect personality annotations from large-scale data. Second,
we investigate the personality impressions in the context of
YouTube, and its relation to the social attention received by
vloggers. Third, we automatically extracted nonverbal cues
from audio and video to describe vloggers’ behavior, as
opposed to existing approaches that analyze text blog data
based on verbal content.
Our analysis of the crowdsourced annotations indicates
that the level of agreement achieved by annotators does not
differ from those reported in related works, which suggest
that, in terms of quality, MTurk may be suitable to collect
vlogger personality annotations. In addition, we found the
Agreeableness impressions were surprisingly high in vlogging
in the light of existing personality research, which suggests
that the vlogging setting may be more suitable place to form
impressions of this trait, compared to other contexts, such as
user profiles, websites, or face-to-face encounters.
On the analysis of personality and social attention, we
found evidence that personality impressions might mediate
the YouTube vlog watching experience in a way that certain
vlogger traits result on audiences watching, commenting,
rating, and favoring their videos more. However, these associations were different for Extraversion, Openness to Experience,
and Conscientiousness (linear) compared to Agreeableness
(u-shape), and were negligible for Emotional Stability. In
addition, the average rating showed associations that seem to
capture well the meaning of Agreeableness in vlogging.
Regarding cue utilization, our work supports findings that
relate Extraversion impressions with audio and visual cues,
and Conscientiousness and Agreeableness impressions with
more visual information. For the case of Agreeableness, we
found that a very small number of the proposed cues captured
information that observers could have used in their impressions
(i.e., low cue utilization for this trait). In future work, this
could be addressed by proposing cues related to smiling or eye
gaze, which have shown higher cue utilization in the literature.
Finally, our work showed promising results regarding the task
of automatic personality impression prediction from nonver-

bal cues, showing significant performance for Extraversion,
Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience.
Future work can take several directions. For example, we
plan to examine alternative ways of aggregating crowdsourced
observations to obtain more reliable personality impressions.
We may also investigate the accuracy of personality impressions compared to self-reported personality. Finally, we would
be interested in the study of the verbal component of vlogging,
which should play an important role in social attention and
other phenomena.
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